TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE BACKPACKS
TECHNOLOGY

NEUTRALITE SYSTEM
02

01

Designed for ambitious use, our
NEUTRALITE SYSTEM is a carrying
system for high-capacity backpacks,
which allows even heavy loads to
be carried comfortably over longer
periods, in a way that is neutral to
movement. Back adaptation and load
transfer are managed via malleable
stabilising elements that transfer the
weight onto a specially adapted hip belt
01 via segmented and strategically
positioned padded elements.

This means that the weight is absorbed
as neutrally as possible at the body’s
centre of gravity, via the hips.
Particularly wide, well-padded and
ergonomically shaped shoulder straps
02 with a wide neck cut-out help keep
the backpack in place at all times and
prevent it from slipping, even during action-loaded manoeuvres. At the
same time, useful gaps and aeration
channels ensure optimal ventilation
across the entire back.

AIR CIRCULATION
AIR CIRCULATION is used in all our
backpacks, as it ensures optimum
ventilation while preventing excessive
cooling down of the sensitive kidney
area, even during extremely high-strain
activities or intensive perspiration.
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Constant, free air circulation is
guaranteed as a result of the vertical
air channel.
Gaps along the sides of the channel
allow additional air to escape.

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE BACKPACKS
SLOPE 18l TEAM

Lightweight, compact daypack for ultimate fun in deep snow
and on the groomed slopes.

18 l, 880 g, 25 x 57 x 13 cm

x Quick-access avalanche compartment with emergency plan
x Necessity pocket offers space for small equipment
x TEAM Edition including HELMET HOLDER

MATERIALS
N210/D Ripstop PU coated, N840/D PU
coated, Atilon PE Foam

QUICK-ACCESS
AVALANCHE
COMPARTMENT WITH
EMERGENCY PLAN

RUBY - BLACK
5206 - 142

Designed together with our athletes, the
SLOPE
stands out due to its striking
branding and the included HELMET HOLDER.

protection// wear

photo//

FEATURES

RED
6211 - 156

city & travel//

BLACK
3220 - 101

accessories//

snow travel// bags

zip on// ABS

performance// backpacks

protector// backpacks

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE BACKPACKS
SLOPE 18l
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